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abstraCt:.The.article.reviews.Christopher.Hitchcock’s.Contemporary Debates in 
Philosophy of Science,.which.aims.to.present.contemporary.issues.in.philosophy.
of.science.through.a.series.of.eight.debates.between.leading.analytic.philosophers.




science. . . from.conceptual.clarifications. to. invocation.of.examples. from.scien-
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This.way.we. get. to. see. the. ‘real’. philosophy. of. science. in. action,.











































philosophical. issues. related. to. overall. scientific. practice. which. should.
most. certainly. be. addressed. by. philosophers,. and. philosophers. of. sci-









liography.and. instructions. for. further. reading,. the.editor.uses. the. intro-
duction.to.list.a.range.of.introductory.texts.to.the.philosophy.of.sciences.
(including.its.not.so.contemporary.debates).as.well.as.the.‘classics.of.the.
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laborious.task,.potentially.killing.off.any.desire.to.ever.form.one’s.own.
opinion.about.e .g ..the.puzzling.asymmetry.of.time,.it.is.possible.to.work.
this.way. round. and. first. get. a. taste. for.what. is. really. contemporary. at.























of. ‘scientific.practice’. the.physicists.are.actually. in. the.business.of.dis-
covering. laws ..Then.there. is.also. the.question.of.whether. there.are.any.










mean. supervenience;. in.Lewis,. 1986 .. See. also.Loewer,. 2001 .. For. a. contrary. view. see.
“Why.be.Humean?”.in.Maudlin.(in.print) ..






and. attack. the. second. question,. the. one. of. the.metaphysical. existence.
of. laws. in. reality,. first. (thus. disregarding.what. the. contemporary. suc-
cessful.social.science.theories.may.call.laws) ..From.this.perspective.(and.















briefly. reviews.and. suggests. for. further. reading.argues. in. fact. for. such.
a.view,. though.Roberts.disagrees) ..For. it.would.be.difficult. to.point. to.


























ance.on. abstraction. and. the. charge. that. all. observation. is. theory-laden ..
However,.even.though.Roberts’.reduction.may.damage.some.traditional.
disciplines.of.the.natural.sciences,.Kincaid’s.function.based.approach,.if.
taken. too. lightly,.can.admit. too.much. into.science ..One.may.argue,. for.
example,. that.astrological. ‘laws’.can.also.fulfil. the.function. taken.from.
the.paradigm.instances .
The. function.of. the. laws. in. the.paradigm.cases,. according. to.Kin-
caid,. is. to. explain. and.predict. the. observed.phenomena ..Skipping.over.





















6. For. a. contemporary. account. of. causation. in. scientific. explanation,. see. Lipton,.
2004 .
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Placing Trust in Unobservable Entities: 






















its. fallible. ontological. and.nomological. commitments ..The.observations.
do.not. logically. support. the.denial.of. existence.of. the. theoretical.unob-




provided. by. the. observations. to. the. theoretical. entities). of. the. relevant/
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(one. is. left. to.wonder.what.such.entities.would.be. in. the.case.of.quan-
tum.mechanics),.but.mere.examples.of.successful.historical.predictions.of.
novel.phenomena.(not.necessarily.based.on.the.positive.account.of.meta-

















































1991) ..Philosophy of.science,.indeed .










...9. Is,. for. example,.what.we. can. see. through. the.microscope. a. directly. observable.
entity.or.a.mere.optical.illusion.that.is.a.product.of.instruments.constructed.in.accordance.
with.some.theory.rather.than.another?




thanks. the.other.one. for. the.constructive.opposition.over. the.past.20.years). this. is.also.
perhaps.the.most.head-to-head.debate.in.the.volume .
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it. is. rationally. appealing. to. accept. his. view. of. thought. experiments. as.
going.over.and.above.the.principle.of.empiricism ..Having.said.that.it.is.










a. sure-fire. guide. to. true. theoretical. insight. (Brown,. too,. is. aware.of. as.
much,.and.demands. that.only. some. thought.experiments.are. insightful,.
and.among.them.only.some.transcend.empiricism) ..He.presents.three.pairs.














He.has,. in. fact,. placed. a.great.many.years. of. practice. into. turning.








experiment,. is. included. in. the.arguments.already,. is. epistemically. irrel-
evant. (though.may.provide.a.‘picturesque’.addition. to. the.argument).or.
is. epistemically.unreliable.as. source.of.knowledge ..Thus,.he.concludes.
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there.is.no.possibility.for.a priori knowledge.of.the.natural.world,.all.our.
knowledge.of.it.comes.from.the.testimony.of.our.senses .
Brown. agrees. with. Norton’s. criticism. of. all. other. possible. addi-










Brown.wants. Platonism. to. provide. a.metaphysical. foundation. for.
distinguishing.the.laws.of.nature.(which.Brown.is.a.naïve.realist.about,.
unlike.Roberts.and.Kincaid.in.the.debate.on.the.laws.in.social.sciences).
from. the.mere. accidental. generalisations. and. to.make. such. laws. inde-
pendent.of. individual.human.subjects.who.discover. (and/or.use). them ..

















tioned. in. the.“Can.a.Theory’s.Predictive.Success.Warrant.a.Belief. in. the.Unobservable.
Entities.It.Postulates?”.debate ..It. is.also.an.issue.that.goes.beyond.the.scope.of.science.
alone,. and.provides. an. example.where. scientific. practice. has. to. turn. to. philosophy. for.
justification.and.clarification .
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ing. a. stone. at. it. ‘causes’. the.window.not. to. break ..But. in. this. kind. of.










served. quantities. linking. a. cause.with. its. effect .. Upon. this. conception.
negative. causation. (as. straightforwardly. illustrated. in. the. window. and.
stone.example.above,.though,.rest.assured.there.are.more.complicated.ex-
amples).is.not.an.instance.of.causation,.but.something.epistemically.and.
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On. the.other.hand.Jonathan.Schaffer.argues. that. if.negative.causa-
tion.is.an.instance.of.causation.proper,.and.if.it.works.as.an.explanation.












seen.as.an.important.cause,.e .g ..in.starvation.or.suffocation) .








which. is. of. necessity. positive .. Though. he. never. offers. a. finalised. and.























How Probable is Your Theory? 
    Maher vs. Kelly and Glymour1415
Science.is.a.disappointingly.messy.business,.and.a.lot.of.the.research.re-
sults. resemble. the. pronunciations. of. ancient. oracles:. they. resist. ready-
made.precise.answers.to.our.questions ..In.such.climate.many.believe.that.



















confirmation ..However,. an. essentially. individualistic. nature. of. a. single.










































towards. truth. rather. than. the.wild. fluctuations.Bayesianism.brings.with.
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should.remain.so,.despite.proposals.for.universal.formalisation.of.the.ap-
proach.to.uncertainties.of.inductive.future .
































the.Low-Entropy.Past?”.(pp ..219–239);.Craig.Callender,.“There. is.no.Puzzle.about. the.
Low-Entropy.Past”.(pp ..240–255) ..
16.Don’t.worry.about. terminology.here:. the.point. is. that.higher.entropy.values.are.
vastly.more.likely.in.the.future.than.are.lower.entropy.ones ..A.good.introduction.is.given.
in.Albert,.2000 .




is. gravitational. attraction. (clumping. matter. distribution. into. clusters),.
and.mandating.that.our.memories.of.yesterday.are.not.false.after.all ..The.
question. can.now.be. rephrased:.why.was.universe. initially. so. smooth?.
And.there.should.be.nothing.mysterious.about.asking.this.question,.as.had.
it.been.about. the.‘end’.rather. than. the.‘beginning’.of. the.universe. there.
would.be.no.debate.at.all ..If.it.was.just.luck,.how.come.luck.stretches.so.
far.(whole.of.space).and.continues.for.so.long?.Price.dismisses.a.host.of.







esis’. that. effectively.makes. it. a. consequence. of. a. fundamental. law1718.of.
nature. that. (among. other. things). entropy. be. so. low. at. one. extremity. of.
the.universe,.and.that.we.call.this.extremity.‘past’ ..Now,.Callender’s.own.






1994). rather. than. trying. to. explain. it. through.more.convoluted. theories,.








of.our.understanding.of. the.world ..Despite.brilliant.philosophical. trick-
ery.once.again.put.into.practice.(Callender.opens.his.contribution.with.a.
thought-experiment-like.story.unrelated.to.past.or.physics).the.verdict.is.
17.But an as yet obscure law, requiring that Weyl curvature of space-time approaches. . . . . . . . . . . . .
zero.at.one.extremity.of.the.universe .
18.‘Past.Hypothesis’.is.simply.a.supposition.that.the.early.universe.has.low.entropy .








Is there Information in the Genes? 
    Sarkar vs. Godfrey-Smith1919

















but. not. reducible. to. the.mathematical. concept. of. Shannon. information.
(Shannon,.1948),.but.also.not.specifically.referring.to.biology.or.genetics ..






















that.proteins.are.not.organismic.traits.(i .e ..shape,.size,.colour.etc ..are.not.
determined.by.single.protein.each),.but.Sarkar.hopes.that.future.research.
will.show.that,.at.the.level.of.individual.organisms,.all.traits.will.be.shown.




















Is the Mind a System of Modules Shaped by Natural Selection? 
Carruthers vs. Woodward and Cowie2020
The.final.discipline-based.debate.comes.from.psychology.and.like.the.one.
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undoubtedly. shaped.by.natural. selection,. but.whereas. for.Peter.Carrut-
thers.the.structure.that.it.eventually.evolved.to.is.modular.Fiona.Cowie.
and.Jim.Woodward. think.that. the.modular.picture. is. far. too.murky.and.
fails. to.explain.how.the.mind.conceptualised.through.introspection.(the.
check.for.yourself.moment!).works.as.a.unified.whole .
Carruthers. admits. that. he. cannot. define. the.modular. structure. pre-
cisely. at. the.outset,. but. relies.on. the. (supposed). tradition. in. science.of.
setting.off.with.a.vaguely.defined.notion. that. is.sharpened.through.fur-
ther. research ..His.main. argument. rests. on. the. finding. that. some. things.
are.learnt.too.early.in.childhood.to.be.a.result.of.a.very.general.learning.
















dividual.modules.and.place. them. into.an.overall. structure ..The.method.
follows. the. principle. that. ‘form. follows. function’,. but. in. doing. that. it.
projects.into.an.unknown.territory.of.past.adaptive.pressures.(guesstimat-
ing.what. the.past. environments.demanded.of. the. individual). and. relies.










They.also.see.as.a.problem. the.separation.of.mind. from.brain. that.
modular.structure.demands.on.the.one.hand,.whilst.on.the.other.expecting.
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the.modules.to.be.a.product.of.natural.selection.through.genetics ..Thus,.
despite.seeing.the.place.for.modularity.in.explanation.of.some.of.the.mind.
















Philosophy, Science, and a Book
EPISTEMOLOGY
The.most.prominent.epistemological.issue.in.philosophy.of.science.is.the.
one. of. empiricism. vs .. rationalism. debate,. namely.what. the. source. and.
justification.of.scientific.knowledge.is ..In.Hitchcock’s.volume.the.issue.is.
taken.up.in.a.more.specific.context.of.thought.experiments,.widely.used.




as. the. historical. vulnerability. of. scientific. theories. to. being. superseded.
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METAPHYSICS
The.very.debate.on.unobservable. entities. ties. in.with. another. group.of.
traditional.philosophical.material,.the.questions.concerning.metaphysics ..
But.metaphysics.is.also.taken.up.in.the.debate.on.the.existence.of.social.






prudence) ..A.more. encompassing. problem. of. the.metaphysics. required.















theory. and.calls. for. thorough.philosophical. investigation.of. its. founda-












mathematics.and.physics. is. riddled.with.a. range.of.philosophical.prob-
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lems,.from.issues.of.individuality,.intentionality,.questions.concerning.in-
formation ..The.one.debate.dedicated.to.a.specific.problem.from.biology.






















of. an. ‘advanced. introduction’).whilst. ignoring. some.of. the. specific. is-




osophical. issues. admit. of. the.dimension.of. contemporaneity ..Likewise,.
novel.scientific.practices. (as.well.as.more. technical. fringe.fundamental.
research.in.traditional.disciplines).invite.the.well.known.philosophical.is-
sues.of.the.underlying.epistemology.and.metaphysics ..Some.might.claim.
that.overall.an. ‘age-old.debates. in. the.philosophy.of.contemporary.sci-
ence’.would.make.a.more.informative.and.interesting.volume .
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